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Payhawk makes business payments
easy — for everyone.

“Payhawk allows our staff based across
30+ countries (yes, we really do tick off
a fair few countries on a map) to easily
access cash for various needs such as
client entertaining, office costs and
wellness initiatives which we encourage
across the whole business. Payhawk has
a simple-to-use interface and a direct
feed into Xero for all bank statement
lines and reconciliations. This makes it
extremely easy to review spend across
all teams at both a combined and
individual level. It also makes it
accessible for our staff members to
access cash as and when required!

payhawk.com 

Company Debit
Cards



Automated approval workflows.

“We have been using ApprovalMax for
a number of years now to delegate
approvals to selected individuals
within the organisation. It's an easy
app to use, especially the individual
approval setting feature and deferrals
in case of vacations/absences etc.
The sync to Xero once approved to
move to an ‘awaiting payment’ state
is a key feature to keep on top of our
bi-weekly payment runs.”

approvalmax.com

Approval Levels for
Selected Entities



An all-in-one Global People Platform.

“As mentioned, we have staff members
all across the globe and it is key we can
pay those individuals quickly, easily and
on time. Deel allows us to pay individuals
in multiple currencies whilst
consolidating to an individual € amount.
We have continued to grow and add
people to this platform due to the variety
of countries you can onboard and the
ease of paying all at once. One tip: make
sure you keep an eye out for their
‘Christmas Holiday’ deadlines, we got
caught out with this once and I want to
make sure nobody else does!”

deel.com

Global Payroll



Intercompany and intra-entity charge
automation, balance sheet recs, cross-
entity bank rec.

“Before we were kindly introduced to
Mayday (Thank you Darren Barson), we
were using a Google spreadsheet to
reconcile over 50 intercompany
relationships. It would take hours at
month end across multiple days to get
them all in a position to close. We now
use the Balancer function in Mayday
and with the click of a button, our FX
adjustments are directly posted into
Xero. It has been a pleasure to get to
know David and the Mayday team and
all of us at pawaPay look forward to
continue working together.”

getmayday.com

Intercompany
Transactions



Consolidated
Reporting
Automate how you consolidate
financial, sales and KPI data with Joiin
to create great-looking reports
quickly and seamlessly.

“We are fairly new to Joiin, we've only
been onboarded with the platform for
2 months. So far we are enjoying the
reports we can manually build within
the system and the consolidation we
can run currently on a monthly basis.
The eliminated accounts feature is
very handy for us when collating our
group reporting.”

joiin.co


